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Abstract
 
The problem was to model the future population growth of Massachusetts based on its population data for the last 200 years.  The population of Massachusetts can be approximately modeled for those 200 years by the exponential growth model
P = 379*e(0.1552*t)
in which P is the population in thousands and t is the time in decades that has passed since 1790.  This model predicts most of the historical data with absolute error less that 25%, but after 1970 it is very inaccurate.  Keeping the growth-rate constant (.1552) the same but using the most recent population data yields a prediction model that should be more accurate for the near future:
P = 6016*e(0.1552*(t-20))
This model predicts that the population of Massachusetts in the year 2000 will be 7026 thousand people, 731 thousand more than the total predicted by linear extrapolation (which is 6295 thousand).
	The population of Massachusetts can also be modeled by the logistic growth equation
P/(7308.706 – P) = 4.6538*e.24104(t-20)
which uses N = 7308.706 (thousand people) as the carrying capacity (the maximum capacity of the land to hold people without overcrowding).  This model predicts that the population of Massachusetts in the year 2000 will be 6253 thousand people, and that the population of Massachusetts in the year 2050 will be 6957 thousand people.
Each exponential model, being designed to be accurate for only part of the data, is grossly inaccurate for the rest.  However, the logistic model is actually more accurate than either exponential model, even for the areas which the exponential models were adjusted to predict best.  Massachusetts is not a large state, and the accuracy of the logistic model may suggest that it is filling up.

Introduction

	The problem is to model the population growth of the state of Massachusetts.  The population data for the last 200 years (1790-1990) is given.  With it the population is modeled by an exponential growth model and a logistic growth model.  These models and the data are analyzed analytically, numerically, and qualitatively as appropriate.
	An exponential-growth model (a model of unrestrained growth) of the population of Massachusetts was developed.  It is accurate within 25% for almost all of the data until 1980.  However, after 1970 it is very far off actuality.  Using the same growth constant, a new model was developed using the most recent population data.  It does not fit past data very well, but is intended to predict the population over the next few years instead.  Its prediction is much higher than that given by linear extrapolation.
	A logistic-growth model (a model of growth in territory with a certain maximum, or “carrying”, capacity) of the population of Massachusetts was developed as well.  A carrying capacity and growth-rate constant were determined from the data.  The solution for the population function was determined from these.  The solution and Euler’s Method (a method for approximating solutions to differential equations) applied to the model predicted the same values for future populations of Massachusetts.  This model agrees much better than the exponential model with the data; there is no absolute error larger than 12.5% after 1800.
While the exponential-growth models are each fairly accurate for their purpose, the logistic-growth model is much more accurate than either of them.  The logistic-growth model is probably the most accurate for prediction; considering its accuracy over past data, it will probably work for future data as well.  Massachusetts may already be close to its carrying capacity.

Body
Exponential-Growth Model

	The independent variable t stood for time in tens of years.  The year 1790 was equivalent to t = 0; every 10 years after that increased t by one (e.g. the year 1850 is t = 6).  The dependent variable P stood for the population of Massachusetts in thousands.
	An exponential-growth model is one in which the growth of the population P is proportional to itself (dP/dt = kP, where k is the “growth constant”).  It generates a solution of the form
P = P(a)*ek(t-a)
in which a is some initial value of t and P(a) is the corresponding population value at that time.
	The method of least-squares linear approximation was used to fit the points          (t, ln(P)) to the best-fit line.  It generated:
ln(P) = 0.1552*t + 5.9697
This equation works out to the solution:
P = 391.388*e.1552*t
	However, while this model is fairly accurate for most values of t (from 1790 to 1970 the absolute error rises above 25% only once) it is terribly inaccurate for use after 1970.  For example, it predicts a population of 8723 thousand for 1990, when the actual value is only 6016 thousand.
Therefore, it was necessary to work out another model which is better for predictive purposes.  This model keeps the growth constant k = .1552 because that was shown to be the best growth constant from the data.  However, it uses the most recent data point as the initial value.  This model, whose solution is
P = 6016 * e(.1552*(t-20))
predicts that the population of Massachusetts in the year 2000 will be 7026 thousand (P(21) = 7026.04).  This differs greatly from the value predicted by linear extrapolation, which is P(21) = 6295 (a difference of 731.04 thousand).
	This model does not agree with past solutions very well.  The growth-rate parameter k was found using that past data, but the initial population used for finding future populations with this method must be the most recent one.  In this case, the value predicted by the simple historical model for recent and future years is too high.  The growth data is still generally accurate, but the most recent population data is used.  Since the most recent data seems to be a slight variation in the trend of growth (if the model is indeed exponential), the values predicted by this model are not very accurate with respect to the historical data.  The maximum percent error for this model is –48.4 percent, in 1910 (the actual value is 3366, and the predicted value is 1738).

Logistic-Growth Model
	A logistic-growth model is one in which the population is assumed to grow exponentially except for the limitations of crowding.  The maximum capacity of the land without overcrowding (which is a stable equilibrium) is the carrying capacity N.  This equation takes the form dP/dt = kP(1-P/N), where k is the growth constant, similar to the exponential-growth constant.
	In a logistic-growth model, dP/dt should be a parabola in P.  Using the increase in P between data points for the value of dP/dt, it was possible to use least-squares polynomial regression to determine the constants
N = 7308.706 and k = .24104
which, when associated with the initial value P(20) = 6016, give the solution equation
P/(N-P) = 4.6538*e.24104(t-20)
Another form of the same equation is:
P = (4.6538*7308.706*e.24104(t-20))/(4.6538*e.24104(t-20) + 1)
	Both this equation and Euler’s Method for approximating solutions to differential equations predict that the population of Massachusetts in the year 2000 will be 6253 thousand, and its population in the year 2050 will be 6957 thousand.
	This model has a percent error of –30.3% from the first data point (in 1790) and   –21.3% from the second (in 1800).  After that, the worst percent error is –12.4% in 1910, and it is generally much more accurate than that.

Accuracy of Models
	I do not have much confidence in the exponential-growth models.  Even the historical model, which was designed to be as accurate as possible for the past data, is not very good.  Its average absolute error (the absolute value of the percent error, computed at each data point and then divided by 21) is about 15%.  The predictive exponential-growth model, which will be better for predicting the near future, is much, much worse in comparison to the past (its average absolute error is about 30%).
	By contrast, the logistic-growth model is quite accurate for most of the data.  Its average absolute error is under 7%.  If the first two data points are not counted, the average absolute error is under 5%.  Also, its error is on both sides of the data.  The exponential-growth models start off below the actual data, then sharply rise above it and grow faster than the actual data.  This suggests a basic problem with the exponential models determined here: they start too slow, and then get too fast.  The logistic model does not have this problem; it is alternately above and below the curve.
	The logistic model deserves confidence, especially because Massachusetts is a relatively small yet densely populated state, and this model suggests it may be reaching its carrying capacity. This model predicts the past data well.  Therefore, as far as I can determine, it should predict the future data accurately as well, and I can suggest no significant improvements to it on the basis of the data given.

